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186,000 visits to ER due to defective toys, CPSC says
Kids under 15 made 186,000 visits to the ER due to defective toys, according to figures
released by the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC). But there’s also good
news in the latest CPSC report: deaths resulting from use of toys are down, as are toy
recalls. But toy related injuries, particularly lacerations and contusions, are up.
CPSC says the number of toy recalls dropped to 44 in fiscal year 2010, down from 50
in 2009 and 172 in 2008. It credits its new toy safeguards -- establishing the lowest
lead content and lead paint limits in the world; converting the voluntary toy standard
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into a mandatory standard; and working with Customs and Border Protection data
systems to better track shipments of dangerous products from other countries -- as
helping to restore confidence in the safety of toys sold in the U.S.
Toy-related fatalities also decreased; in 2009. CPSC received reports of 12 deaths to
children under the age of 15, down from 24 toy-related fatalities both in 2007 and 2008.
Riding toys were associated with almost 60 percent of the reported deaths in 2009:
three with tricycles, two with powered riding toys and two with nonmotorized riding toys
or unspecified riding toys.
On the negative side, 2009 saw a massive recall of Mattel Inc.’s Fisher-Price toys, with
more than 10 million products targeted, including infant toys, high chairs and toy cars.
These products were recalled for many different reasons, including choking hazards
and protruding parts.
Source: Bloomberg Business Week
You can read the complete CPSC report here.
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